
Mr. Chairman and Committee Members— 
 
I am Scott Bernstein, President of the Center for Neighborhood Technology in Chicago, 
chairman of the Surface Transportation Policy Partnership, and Secretary of the Institute for 
Location Efficiency. I’ve served on several relevant federal and Congressional advisory 
panels, and I thank you for the opportunity to testify today on the proposed bill HR6078.  My 
full qualifications are in the Appendix to this testimony. 
 
In summary, we support this bill with the following suggestions for improvement— 
 

1. Define energy efficiency to include location efficiency, a measure that takes 
transportation efficiency into account. 

2. Define location efficient mortgages to take location efficiency value  into account 
as a place-based benefit that helps offset the otherwise-fixed costs of housing 

3. Provide parity in treatment, both analytical and in providing federally defined 
financial services incentives, between Energy Efficient Mortgages and Location 
Efficient Mortgages—the bill as drafted grants credit toward Community 
Reinvestment Act performance for EEMs and should do the same for LEMs 

4. Improve the method of identifying Geographically Underserved Markets by 
Government Sponsored Enterprises so that the calculations are performed at both 
the Census Tract and Census Block Group levels of analysis 

5. Require that both EEMs and LEMs become universally available features of any 
federally-approved automated underwriting systems 

6. Develop implementation timetables and associated rulemaking with annual 
accountable reporting to the designated regulatory agencies and to the House 
Financial Services and Senate Banking and Urban Affairs Committees 

7. Identify opportunities to take location efficiency into account when awarding 
federally enabled housing subsidy or credit enhancement, in such programs as the 
State Qualifying Assistance Plans for Low Income Housing Tax Credits and 
Section 8 housing assistance vouchers, and in any future project-based assistance 
provided through HUD; and implement these opportunities 

8. Support research that easily discloses the impact that sprawl and decentralization 
have had on creating the so-called Drive ‘til you Qualify housing market and the 
associated burdens this impact creates across all incomes 

9. Require that Consolidated Plans include an analysis of transportation cost 
burdens and methods of alleviating these burdens, and that they be prepared in 
coordination with each metropolitan region’s Long Range Transportation 
Improvement Programs and annual Transportation Improvement Programs 

10. Strengthen and continue the joint planning and research efforts started in 2008 
between HUD and DOT as required in the FY2008 appropriation to better 
disclose the value of transit oriented development and good transportation 
choices to helping reduce the cost of living, and use this mechanism to help set 
cost of living reduction goals for the sum of housing and transportation 
expenditures. 

11. Use EEMs and LEMs and in general, strategies to reduce exposure to the costs of 
energy and transportation as an essential part of a high-priority approach to 
prevent future mortgage delinquencies, defaults and/or foreclosures, and to 
promote household economic success. 
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Energy Use in American Households is both Home Energy and Transportation Energy 
in Equal Measure—Which Affects Credit Quality and Ability to Pay 
 
 
At this moment in time, a tremendous bandwagon of interest, attention, capital and policy has 
been assembled around the notion of “green buildings.” In a sense, the green buildings 
movement is oriented around a single question of “what to build.” Standards for green 
buildings, such as USEPA’s Energy Star, the US Green Building Council’s LEED ratings, 
the American Institute of Architect’s Architecture 2030 standards, and the imminent revision 
of the American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineer’s 90.1 
Standard proliferate, along with an equally bewildering set of targets for baseline energy 
consumption and carbon emissions. As of this writing, 850 mayors have signed the Mayor’s 
Climate Protection agreement, and a review of the city by city commitments reveals an 
overwhelming concern with the energy efficiency of buildings; in a few cases, particularly 
where the local energy utility is municipally owned, there’s a major focus on green power; all 
cities are committed to “lead by example” by greening their own buildings and fleets; and 
only in a handful are there significant commitments to reducing transportation emissions 
area-wide. 
 
The Residential Energy Consumption Survey conducted by USDOE finds a typical 
household uses roughly 100 Million BTUs (British Thermal Units) of energy for cooking, 
space conditioning, lighting and equipment, per year. 
 
The Energy Information Administration of USDOE estimates in 2001 the average American 
household drove 21400 vehicle miles per year. 
 
The Federal Highway Administration’s annual estimate of travel in 2006 for urbanized areas 
was 23.2 vehicle-miles traveled (vmt) per capita per day, x 365 days per year x 2.6 persons 
per hh, yields---22,017 vehicle miles per year, a close correspondence. 
 
In 2005, EIA stated that— 

“For consumers, energy costs are a foremost concern. Transportation costs have increased 
due to many factors related to travel and prices paid for transportation fuel, while being 
somewhat offset by improved fuel economy. In 2001, consumers paid nearly equal amounts 
for energy used for household services (ranging from cooking and water heating to 
refrigeration and lighting) and for personal transport. The average household spent $1,520 on 
fuel purchases for transport and remitted $1,493 for household services, just $27 more per 
year, as measured in nominal dollars. 

By contrast, an average household paid $1,174 for passenger travel in 1994, while having 
paid $1,620 for household services in 1993 - a year in which heating and cooling seasons 
were well within 30-year norms. It can be argued that, based on those statistics, what 
America drives on its roadways has become as important energy-wise as what heating 
equipment it places in its basements and appliances in its electrical sockets.” 
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At a vehicle efficiency of 25 MPG, the typical household will use as much energy for 
transportation as for home energy purposes if they travel 17,600 miles per year, and at 20 
MPG, the numbers are equivalent (home energy use vs per-household transportation energy 
use) at roughly 15,000 miles per year respectively. 
 
Without quibbling, I suggest that the numbers are for practical purposes identical—
Americans use as much or more energy for transportation as for home energy purposes. 
 
Consider the following two maps. On the left, the map depicts areas where households drive 
less than 15,000 miles per year in greater Chicago in light green. On the right, we’ve coded 
areas where households spend less than $1900 per year for gasoline in yellow or orange; in 
the red areas, households are spending between $4,000 and $6,000 annually  
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The bill should adopt a definition of energy efficiency that includes location efficiency. 
For the purposes of defining efficiency in the use of transportation energy, a benchmark 
should be established of total energy use and energy use in units of energy per passenger 
mile. 
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We Know How to Measure Transportation Efficiency—and It’s a Function More of 
Metropolitan Quality and Choice than of Income and Household Size 
 
Unlike the consideration of energy used in buildings and by equipment, there has been no 
generally accepted measure of urban efficiency, such as that which “energy utilization per 
unit of activity” or “energy efficiency” provides for these other uses. Current energy and 
climate policy treats urban efficiency as of peripheral interest, and mistakenly equates it with 
the thermodynamic efficiency of transportation power sources. Unfortunately, engines come 
with automobiles, and even at today’s relatively high fuel prices, the cost of gasoline 
averages just 20 to 30 percent of the full direct cost of household transportation.  
 
Much as is the case for the reduction of criteria air pollutants, the reduction of energy use and 
of carbon emissions from transportation rests on the construction of a three-legged stool: 
cleaner or more fuel-efficient vehicles, cleaner or lower carbon-intense fuels, and reductions 
in extent of travel or vehicle-miles-traveled.  
 
Getting at this third component has been a challenge. Many factors determine the need to and 
extent of travel: urban form, extent and quality of amenities, location of employment, 
availability of public forms of transportation and their frequency and hours of operation, and 
the income and size of households all influence the measured extent of travel.  
 
Several of us started a conversation about this in the mid-1970s, and various attempts were 
made to measure or model VMT per household as a predictable function of these factors. 
With the advent of geographic information systems in the early 1990s, it finally became 
possible to do this reliably at a relatively fine grained resolution, but it took from 1994 to 
2000 to do so with sufficient rigor to satisfy almost 100 peer reviewers, and the results were 
not published for an additional two years (Transportation Planning and Technology 2002). 
That study acquired six million households worth of measured VMT and automobile 
ownership data and using statistical methods, developed a formula that correctly predicted 
VMT per household per year from 80 to 93.5 percent of the time, as a function of 
neighborhood characteristics, controlling for income and household size, validated at the 
Census tract level of geography. Subsequent work showed that these models could be 
constructed using Census data at the block level of geography, and this was validated first for 
the Twin Cities, then for a sample of 28 metropolitan areas, and this year upgraded to 52 
metropolitan regions across the US with half of the total national population (Brookings 
2006, Center for Housing Policy 2006, Center for Neighborhood Technology and Brookings 
2008).  
 
This knowledge helped us model the relative value of a “all three legs” strategy for the 
Presidential Climate Action Plan earlier this year. The results are that a 1.15 percent annual 
decrease in VMT and a 4 percent annual improvement in passenger fleet efficiency 
numerically produce the same result. New data from the Federal Highway Administration 
shows that from March 2007 to March 2008, total VMT in the US dropped 4.3 percent. 
 
With the release of the location efficiency data through this web site, https://htaindex.cnt.org 
there is now a basis on which widespread measurement of location efficiency can be used to 
assess the travel demand implications of various types of growth. This can be used on the one 
hand to look at the greenhouse gas results of various patterns of land use and associated 
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transportation, and on the other to understand the cost of living implications of these same 
patterns. 
 
So location efficiency is the key to complementing the question “what to build” with the 
equally important question of “where to build it,” and “with what form, at what scale, and 
with what supportive amenities.” 
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The Mortgage Market Needs Innovation that Protects Consumers 
 
 
Every minute in America, another 10.2 homes are sold, 622 per hour, 14,950 per day, or 5.5 
million per year. 89.5 percent of these are existing homes and 10.5 percent are new homes. In 
the typical community, it takes between 5 and 7 years for 50 percent of properties to change 
ownership. Over 67.8 percent of American households own a home, up from 44 percent in 
1940 but down from 69 percent in 2005.  Owning a home is the most available and likely 
pathway to wealth accumulation, and the bedrock of the so-called American Dream. 
Residential property is also the largest component of tangible wealth in the fixed assets 
accounts of the National Income and Product Accounts, accounting for some $17.5 trillion or 
43 percent of total tangible wealth in 2006.  
 
There are 126 million homes in the US stock, and we are adding 1.8 million per year worth 
$800 Billion, while losing $250 Billion per year to depreciation. 
 
There are 216 million household vehicles in the US stock worth $1.4 Trillion, we’re adding 
55 million per year, or 100 per minute, worth $774 Billion per year, while losing $323 
Billion per year to depreciation. 
 
With these flows of transactions and stocks of capital, it’s not hard to see that modest 
improvements in the energy efficiency of these assets could potentially add up significantly. 
It’s also not hard to see that investments in homes add more to both the national and to 
personal wealth than do investments in vehicles, but that we’re adding to the stock of each in 
roughly equal amounts. 
 
Definition of a Location Efficient Mortgage® 
 
A location efficient mortgage is a mortgage in which a borrower’s ability to pay is 
determined in part by the inclusion of a “location efficient value” that takes into account the 
expected annual travel demand per household and the expected automobile ownership of 
households in immediate vicinity of the proposed purchase. There are three ways in which 
this can be accomplished. The preferred method is to use this expected value to estimate a 
fixed location-related benefit that will offset the traditional estimation of fixed costs, usually 
calculated as the sum of Principal, Interest, Taxes and Insurance, by an estimated amount, 
such that the ratio 
 
(PITI minus L)/Income 
 
is less than or equal to a benchmark amount. 
 
This is essentially the method used in pilot programs for both Location Efficient Mortgages® 
(Chicago, Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles) and Take the T Home Mortgages (Boston).1 
 
The second method is to assign a fixed amount of savings associated with proximity to a 
stop, either rail or bus, on a scheduled mass transportation route, and then to add this amount 
                                                 
1 In the Take the T Home Mortgage, the sponsoring agency, Mass Housing, prefers to assign the benefit in 
such a manner as to lower the down payment to zero. 
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to a proposed borrower’s income. The principle a borrower would be eligible for would then 
be modified according to the formula 
 
PITI/(Income +L) 
 
is less than or equal to a benchmark amount. This is the formula used for the Smart Commute 
mortgage demonstrations that were conducted in 30 locations. 
 
We recommend the former method, for the following reasons— 
 
The formula for location efficiency valuation takes into account several key variables that 
can affect travel demand, including a small area’s net residential density, frequency and type 
of transit service and its connectivity, household size, household income, and distance to 
employment, which is used to predict and then calibrate vehicle ownership and extent of use. 
 
This formula is the equivalent of an energy audit for a building 
 
The Smart Commute mortgage formula assumes that the value of a location is identical 
throughout the US as a function of transit proximity. Our research covering 52 metropolitan 
regions with all of the rail mass transit systems and half the population of the US and 
covering hundreds of thousands of census block groups, shows this to be an inaccurate 
assumption. 
 
The credit stretches enabled by both kinds of mortgages are apparently a safe bet—with 
virtually no defaults, the portfolios of borrowers outperformed the market. 
 
However, the largest stretch enabled by a Smart Commute mortgage was $17,000 and the 
typical stretch was closer to $12,000, and therefore, it is not likely that the use of this product 
resulted in new homeownership that would not otherwise have occurred. The credit stretch 
enabled by the LEM and the Take the T Home Mortgage was around $50,000, and therefore, 
the increased ability to amortize the mortgage due to the effect of the more accurate valuation 
could play a significant role in increasing homeownership and/or in otherwise affecting 
location decisions. 
 
Fannie Mae’s stated reason for introducing the Smart Commute Mortgage was ease of 
calculation; however, the Location Efficient Value was made available in a one-click lookup 
table and was therefore no more difficult than the calculation required for a SCM. At the time 
of the experiment, LEVs had only been studied for four regions; they are now available for 
52 regions at http://htaindex.cnt.org, and the incremental cost per region to validate 
transportation expenditures is trivial—for example, data for the metropolitan areas of Tuscon 
Arizona and San Antonio Texas is being added over the next month at a cost of $5,000 per 
region.  
 
We recommend that our language for defining location efficiency and location efficient 
mortgage be adopted in HR6078. 
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Test Flight for LEMs 2000-2005 
 
Location Efficient Mortgages® are conventional mortgages in which the location efficient 
value of an area is counted within the “qualifying ratio” of presumably fixed housing costs to 
income in underwriting a prospective borrower’s application.  
 
Three organizations, the Center for Neighborhood Technology, the National Resources 
Defense Council and the Surface Transportation Policy Project, formed the Location 
Efficient Mortgage Partnership2 to promote the use of this product, and approached the 
Federal National Mortgage Association for project sponsorship in 1994. The Partnership was 
told that an “underwriting experiment” could be conducted in which a limited number of 
mortgages could be issued out of each of the company’s fifty or so Partnership Offices. In a 
seminal meeting with the company’s Executive Vice-President for Credit Policy, it was 
stated that (1) the theory on which alternative underwriting was proposed seemed to be valid, 
(2) a design would need to be identified to help get the product to scale, and (3) as leaders in 
the movements to promote transportation reform and smart growth, the company valued our 
insights on the likelihood that supportive federal policy including the Clean Air Act 
Amendments of 1990 and the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 were 
likely to continue in force for the foreseeable future, which was referred to as a kind of 
“societal credit enhancement.”  
 
Encouraged by this meeting, the members of the Institute raised funds from foundations and 
the federal government, both to perfect the analysis and generation of geo-coded data bases 
of “location efficient values,” to promote further policy development and to help design an 
underwriting experiment that could eventually be taken to scale.3 The Partnership identified a 
unique set of data that could be used both to prove the theory’s validity and to acceptably 
reduce underwriting risk. That data is the odometer readings taken in “smog check” readings 
at state-sponsored test stations, and the acquisition of 1 million household records in 
Chicago, 2 million from San Francisco and 3 Million from Los Angeles, along with the 
statistical method for data verification and interpretation was a major breakthrough in the 
state of travel demand analysis.  
 
The Partners used their access to a variety of agencies to promote supportive and tandem 
policies. Location efficient mortgages became a feature of state and regional air quality plans, 
affordable housing strategies, the White House sponsored National Homeownership 
Partnership Strategy, the White House Policy Dialogue on Reducing Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions from Personal Motor Vehicles, and the reports of the President’s Council on 
Sustainable Development, among other placements. In Chicago, Los Angeles, and San 
Francisco, advisory committees of lenders, local governments, developers, employers and 

                                                 
2 Now doing business as the Institute for Location Efficiency 
3 Initial funding was provided by the MacArthur Foundation, which was followed by grants from the 
Surdna Foundation, and allocations by the sponsoring organizations of support provided by the Joyce 
Foundation, Energy Foundation and the Nathan Cummings Foundation. Federal support was provided by a 
cooperative agreement with the USEPA Offices of Urban Economic Development and Transportation & 
Air Quality, the Federal Transit Administration, and the United States Department of Energy, Contract IL 
26-6001-01 
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affordable housing advocates developed proposals for underwriting experiments. At Fannie 
Mae’s request, a fourth city, Seattle was added to the pilot program.4 
 
Sufficient analysis and program design was completed to proceed with program approval by 
Fannie Mae in 1999. A term sheet was issued for the program, and an initial allocation of up 
to $100 Million for purchase of location efficient mortgages was made. There were many 
false starts—reorganization and staff turnover at Fannie Mae, tension between the traditional 
commodity business of providing liquidity to the national market through large mega-
regional purchase offices and the newer network of partnership offices set up to promote 
innovation were two common problems. There were communications problems between the 
recently established partnership offices and headquarters—lenders who were solicited for the 
program by the local partnership offices later were found unacceptable to headquarters staff.  
 
There were also two large structural problems with the ad hoc nature of the overall 
relationship. The LEM Partnership was not a lender, and therefore couldn’t be a “Fannie Mae 
customer.”  There was also a serious problem with identifying an acceptable path to getting 
to scale. Fannie Mae fit the description at the beginning of this paper of an institution 
committed to using statistical profiling through credit scoring to establish new ways to take 
risk, and their underwriting team’s framework did not include analysis of household 
transportation expenditures. That team also claimed that there was no way to migrate our 
software for location efficiency valuation to their system—when we pointed out that in at 
least one instance, that kind of modification had been made for pilot Energy Efficient 
Mortgage underwriting, they softened their stance somewhat.   
 
The project was finally approved for launch in May of 2000, starting in Chicago.  The first 
borrowers were offered Energy Star refrigerators by the City of Chicago Department of 
Planning. Efforts were made to finance the purchase of a deeply discounted transit pass from 
the Chicago Transit Authority, whose board kept deferring a vote on the matter. The Chicago 
Tribune examined the product, and ran an editorial with the headline, “Skip the Car, Buy a 
House.” (The only sour note in the piece was a complaint about the mandatory requirement 
for homeowner counseling). After the first year of the program, it appeared that 30 percent of 
the borrowers had sold one or more automobiles. VMT reduction was examined and 
pronounced significant. In San Francisco and Los Angeles, Fannie insisted that the lead be 
taken by Countrywide Mortgage, and the people assigned from that company were not nearly 
as enthusiastic as their CEO, despite a bona fide offer from State Treasurer Phil Angelides to 
incorporate LEMs into the State of California’s structured conduit financing. 
 
For obscure reasons, staff at headquarters was not interested in taking the experiment to the 
next level. There was a complaint that the modeling was too complex, even though there 
were no complaints from users of the simple web site set up to generate the location efficient 
values. When long-time CEO Jim Johnson was succeeded by Franklin Raines, Raines 
expressed interest in a position that the company could take in the emerging market for 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction, and hired the firm of Cantor Fitzgerald to help perfect 
the company’s opportunities.5  Surprisingly, the company announced they were rolling out a 

                                                 
4 Support for the additional analytic work in Seattle was provided by grants from the Bullitt Foundation, 
and from the City of Seattle, Office of the Mayor 
5 Fannie Mae was subsequently awarded a patent for their greenhouse gas measurement and verification 
protocol. 
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new experiment, to be known as the Smart Commute Mortgage. The basis for valuation for 
this one would be simply location within a ½ mile or sometimes a ¾ mile radius transit zone, 
for which an amount of between $200 and $250 per month could be assigned as a form of 
income in a qualifying ratio. Smart Commute “roll-outs” occurred across the country, 
typically an announcement involving a chief elected officer such as a mayor, an initial 
borrower, and one or more members of Congress. Anecdotally, mortgage volume was 
modest, perhaps 30-50 mortgages at each of 40 locations. Again anecdotally, there were few 
or no defaults; in this case, not surprising, since the terms of the Smart Commute mortgage 
represented a more conservative lending policy—counting the valuation as income put that 
number in the denominator, where it was worth 28 percent as much as if had been put in the 
numerator as an offset to the sum of Principal, Interest, Taxes and Insurance.  
 
On average, it’s estimated that the credit stretch of the Smart Commute project was in the 
range of $10,000 to $17,000 per mortgage, as compared to a range of $20,000 to $50,000 for 
LEMs. With the former range, it’s not likely that the extra credit stretch actually produced an 
increase in homeownership; this could also be said of the Energy Efficient Mortgage, where 
the typical additional credit amounted to $8,000 per loan or less. There was one more 
additional LEM type program initiated, the Take the T Home Mortgage, sponsored by the 
Massachusetts Housing Finance Agency and the MBTA. What they offered was an LEM 
with a mandate to provide evidence of regular transit ridership, which the MBTA facilitated 
by approving the kind of linked and discounted pass that the Chicago authority had not seen 
fit to accept. The chart below compares the characteristics of Conventional, Energy Efficient, 
Smart Commute, Location Efficient and Take the T Home Mortgages. 
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Characteristic Conventional Energy 

Efficient 
Mortgage 

Smart 
Commute 
Mortgage 

Location 
Efficient 
Mortgage 

Take the T 
Home 
Mortgage 

Debt Coverage Qualifying 
Ratio= 
PITI/Inc 

(PITI-E)/Inc PITI/(Inc+T) (PITI-L)/Inc PITI/Inc 

Down Payment 3 to 20 Percent 3 to 20 
Percent 

3 to 20 Percent 3 to 20 Percent 0 

Basis for Energy 
Benefit 

None Home 
Energy 
Rating 
System Score

None None None 

Basis for 
Location Benefit 

None None Distance to 
transit 

Location 
Efficient 
Value, 
function of 
neighborhood 
and transport 
choice 

Monthly 
Transit Pass
used as a 
proxy for LEV

Borrower 
Value-Added 

None $6-$10,000 $8-15,000 $12-$50,000 $20-$50,000 

 
(Note: PITI is Principal, Interest, Taxes & Insurance, Inc is Income, T is Household 
Transportation Expenditures, L is Location Efficient Value, LEV is also Location Efficient 
Value). 
 
How well did these loans perform? From 2001 to 2004, in  
 

• Seattle, 24 LEMs, zero delinquencies or defaults, no foreclosures 
• Chicago, 41 LEMs, zero delinquencies or defaults, no foreclosures 
• Boston, 53 Take the T Home Mortgages, 1 default, no foreclosures 
• San Antonio, 100 Smart Commute Mortgages, no defaults, no foreclosures 
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Some Lessons from the LEM Experience 
 
There were some obvious complexities in establishing this program A mortgage product that 
could potentially provide multiple benefits—such as increased homeownership opportunities, 
bridging the affordable housing gap, reducing travel, reducing emissions, and playing a role 
in reversing sprawl—couldn’t be counted on to do any of them in depth. The project sponsors 
were not lending institutions and had little standing in the secondary market. At the end of 
the day, the good will expended in securing federal support for this program including from 
the offices of the President and Vice-President counted insufficiently to get the company to 
take the program to scale.  
 
Perhaps also this wasn’t a true experiment. Besides the lack of a transparent mechanism that 
to this day prevents us from fully evaluating the results, it was designed to enable fast growth 
through a top-down decision by the leading secondary market lender. Other methods could 
have been used, including: 
 

• Simultaneous offerings by other GSE’s, including Freddie Mac, the 12 Federal 
Home Loan Banks, and Ginnie Mae/FHA; 

• Joint marketing with efforts to promote employer-assisted housing; 
• Product re-design as an energy and location efficient mortgage; 
• The development of an independent secondary market lender as a conduit; 
• The establishment of a method of tagging conventional loans made in locations 

with high Location Efficient Values to more quickly create deal flow at scale; and 
• The creation of enforceable targets either by Congress (which could occur in the 

annual reviews of GSE responsibilities to “geographically underserved markets”) 
or by one or more of the bank regulators,  

 
among other ideas. 
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Our Official Definition of Housing Affordability is Antiquated and is Part of the 
Problem 
 
Historically, both housing affordability and mortgage debt service coverage derive from an 
old adage, “a week’s work for a month’s rent.” While this ratio has crept up from one dollar 
out of five to 30 percent or more today, the principle remains the same—a standard ratio is 
used, such as the ratio of the sum of contract rent plus utilities to income—to determine 
affordability officially.  
 
These ratios are used typically to 
 

• Describe a typical household’s housing expense 
• Analyze trends & compare different HH types 
• Administer rules defining who can have subsidies 
• Define housing needs for public policy purposes 
• Predict the ability of a HH to pay rent or mortgage, and/or 
• Select HHs for a rental unit or mortgage 

 
The problem with the standard definition is that it ignores the very physical need to travel, 
and with the increasing expense of travel, it signals an incomplete (or asymmetric) picture to 
sellers and buyers of housing services. 
 
Financial services provide access to information that can be used by borrowers, lenders and 
investors to decrease risk and/or increase opportunity 
 
The range of such services is from everyday financial counseling services and home 
economics courses to consumer credit, secured mortgage lending, and more complex 
secondary or wholesale market transactions designed to increase overall liquidity in the retail 
lending marketplace. 
 
The self-amortizing mortgage as we know it today was introduced by the Morris Savings 
Banks in the 1910s, replacing cash and contract sales; prior to that time, the top uses for 
consumer credit were for furniture and musical instruments.  The automobile industry 
financed studies at Columbia University to develop an analogue and by 1920 the top two uses 
of consumer credit were home purchases and financing automobiles.  
 
As a result, the percentage of consumer expenditures for various items changed starkly. In 
1920, 41 percent went for food, 27 percent for housing, and 3-5 percent for transportation; by 
2006, those percentages had flipped—food was down to16 percent,  transportation outlays 
had risen on average to 15-35 percent, while housing remained relatively constant 25-35 
percent, respectively.  
 
A variety of mechanisms were created during the Depression to help finance home purchases. 
But public policy was aimed at expanding metropolitan regions, and both publicly financed 
infrastructure investments, such as for transportation, electricity, water and sewer, and private 
investing in energy infrastructure and telecommunications, and importantly, for access to 
credit, were increasingly aimed outward to the suburbs at the expense of older and more 
urban areas, a process known as redlining. Vibrant community-based and national 
movements succeeded in new laws being passed to both disclose the origins and geographic 
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destinations of the funds banks depended on to anchor home mortgage lending, and to 
determine accountability and performance for affirmatively meeting the credit needs of their 
primary service territories. It seemed like the stage might be set for both halting sprawl and 
greenlining our existing communities. 
 
Several factors prevented this from occurring optimally.  
 
First, home mortgages had become commoditized within narrow product definitions.  
 
Funds for home mortgage lending increasingly came from mortgage-backed securities issued 
by Government Sponsored Enterprises, including Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, which 
purchase from the general market, Ginnie Mae, which purchases from the Federal Housing 
Administration, itself a federal enterprise that insures riskier mortgages, and the 12 Federal 
Home Loan Banks, regional credit cooperatives that emerged from the original Federal Home 
Loan Bank Board after the FIRREA legislation helped restructuring the failed savings and 
loan industry. These enterprises set the rules by which loans are available, and they are 
accountable for meeting safety and soundness criteria, a set of risk-performance measures. 
These criteria do not take into account the extent to which operating costs for buildings such 
as energy and water services, and operating costs for families such as transportation 
expenditures, appear to vary by location and availability of travel choices. The failure to take 
these into account prompted one popular writer to quip that the regular reporting of new 
home starts is probably a better indicator of sprawl then of financial well-being (James 
Kunstler, The Geography of Nowhere, Free Press 1994). 
 
Second, building at urban scale seems harder and more expensive than at suburban scale.  
 
The cost of assembling land is among the top concerns of investors representing $717 Billion 
in commercial equity and $4 Trillion in annual debt.  Land plus infrastructure represents 
roughly 40-50 percent of the cost of development. The capacity to develop efficient 
communities at scale is limited, but even more so are the opportunities to do this in places 
where it will do the most good. These same developers and investors express a consistent 
preference for mixed use, infill transit-oriented development, and a modest emerging interest 
in a “green building” product, but so far the portion of their available resources so devoted 
has risen from 3 percent to just 5 percent in the last 10 years (PricewaterhouseCoopers and 
ULI, annual, 1999 to 2008. Driven by an aging population organized in smaller households, 
America’s 3300 existing and 700 developing transit-oriented station areas could 
accommodate 25 percent of the increased demand for housing by 2030 (CNT and CTOD 
2006). 
 
Third, trends in public policy and in mortgage lending and purchasing have favored 
information-rich approaches to underwriting risk.  Traditional screening formulas such as 
loan-to-value ratios and qualifying ratios (which measured the expenditure of allegedly fixed 
expenses for principle, interest taxes and insurance, to income) were supplemented and in 
some cases supplanted by automated credit scoring. To hedge the additional risk in lending to 
lower and moderate income borrowers, credit scoring was often paired with home owner 
counseling and financial literacy courses. Again, the analyses underlying these new tools 
failed to capture the cost of utility services or of transportation, and as these costs grew, the 
rate of delinquencies, defaults and occasionally foreclosures grew in tandem (Mortgage 
Bankers Association of America, 2006). 
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Fourth, methods of financing and policies to promote transportation and land use networks 
that provide optimal choice for households were largely lacking.  
 
The Defense Highway Act of 1944 became the basis for the Interstate Act of 1956, and was 
totally oriented toward high capacity highway networks. No such mechanism was created for 
urban or metropolitan mass transportation (Bernstein et. al., Brookings 2003). The ISTEA 
legislation of 1991 did provide enabling flexibility for states and metropolitan planning 
organizations to use highway funds for this purpose, but few took the bait. The Urban Mass 
Transit Act, later the Federal Transit Act, is oriented around providing modest funding for a 
handful of cities per year, but on a project oriented, not a planned outcome basis. None of the 
enabling energy policy acts of the 1970s or the more recent acts in 1992 or 2007 gave the US 
Dept. of Energy a mission to support urban, community, metropolitan or place-based energy 
strategies, let alone place-based transportation choices. Both state and local governments and 
private markets are dependent on the federal statistical system to track household income and 
expenditures, but there is not a single person we can identify in that system devoted to full-
time reconnaissance of transportation and energy expenditures on a small area basis, and 
even the tracking of housing expenses within metropolitan areas is on too broad of a basis to 
be useful in helping consumers identify affordable choices.  
 
Lack of Attention to the Information Challenge Supports Bad Decisions 
 
Some of this is the fault of traditional approaches—housing affordability for over a century 
has been defined as “a week’s pay for a month’s rent.” 
 
But what happens when the “rent” includes a previously ignored component that is rising in 
price faster than the home or apartment itself? 
 
The economics profession calls this situation, where essential consumer information is 
excluded, and sellers know more than buyers, an information asymmetry. The formalization 
of this insight led to the Nobel Prize in economics being awarded to Joe Stiglitz, Frank 
Spence and George Akerlof in 2001.  
 
It seems that the entire process of signaling the cost of residing in a location meets this 
description. Housing affordability indexes do not include these expenditures, the popular web 
sites Realtor.com and Zillow.com do not address them, and no current publicly available 
source of information on these expenditures is available in close to real time. 
 
One significant result of this process has been the support of a real estate market that over 
produce housing opportunities in distant locations, known as the “drive ‘til you qualify” 
market. 
 
A study for the Center for Housing Policy documented that the effect of such a market was to 
drive the cost of transportation for working households who “drive ‘til they qualify” as high 
as or higher than the cost of shelter (Center for Housing Policy 2006).  
 
This study was based on an exhaustive review of the science of location efficiency, which 
involved determining the extent to which neighborhood characteristics and household 
characteristics each determine the demand for transportation. Traditionally, it has been 
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assumed by planners and scientists that the latter dominated, e.g., that income and household 
size explained the variation. The location efficiency baseline study showed that the opposite 
was true, based on a study of 1 million household driving records in Chicago, 2 million in 
San Francisco and 3 million in Los Angeles (2002). An algorithm was developed that reliably 
predicted household automobile ownership and extent of driving, measured as vehicle-miles-
traveled, between 80 and 92 percent of the time. With the support of the Brookings Urban 
Markets Initiative, methods of using generally available data were developed and applied to 
52 metropolitan regions, and a new Housing+Transportation Affordability Index web site 
released in April 2008 puts this data and the ability to map it into the public domain. 
 
Based on the data we’ve generated for these regions, it appears that for working families 
earning $20-$35,000 per year, the sum of Housing + Transportation Costs amounts to two-
thirds of income, and for those earning $35,000 to $50,000, to three-fifths of income, 
respectively. 
 
How This Affects Our Perception of Housing Affordability 
 
The large programs available for subsidizing the costs of housing, such as Low Income 
Housing Tax Credits and Section 8 rental assistance vouchers, utilize the official definition of 
“housing affordability” as housing that costs a renter or borrower 30 percent of income or 
less. In a marketplace where the lowest price land results in the highest priced transportation, 
officially affordable housing is sited in unaffordable places, and vouchers are used to acquire 
“affordable” housing at unaffordable prices subsidized with federal appropriations.  
 
For the 52 regions in our sample, we measured household VMT per year at the Census block 
group level. There are 109,950 block groups in these 52 regions, comprising 57.6 million 
households or one-half of the U.S total.  
 
For the purposes of illustration, let’s assume that the median US household income is 
$50,000.  
 
In our 52 region sample, 59 percent of the households in total earned less than $40,000. 
 
The portion of these regions where households drove more than 15,000 miles per year 
amounts to 84 percent of the total land available, and in this portion of these regions, the 
population was 28 million households, of which 7.9 million, or 28.5 percent, earned less than 
$40,000 annually. 
 
The portion of these regions where households drive more than 17,600 miles per year, 
amounts to 76 percent of the total land available, and in this portion of these regions, the 
population was 17.3 million households, of which 4.3 million or 25.1 percent, earned less 
than $40,000 annually. 
 
The current method of assessing  the degree to which mortgage purchases by GSE’s 
addresses geographically underserved markets is to look at lending activity by GSE’s to 
households earning 80 and 90 percent of area median income at the Census tract level.  
However, tracts can be quite large—in our 52 region sample, the average tract size in central 
cities is 565 acres, and in suburbs is 7366 acres. By contrast, in central cities the average 
block group size is 189 acres and in suburbs is 2350 acres, respectively. 
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We recommend that the bill include language to require that oversight on geographically 
underserved markets be analyzed at both the tract and the block group levels; both kinds of 
data are published by the Census and therefore the extra cost should be trivial, while the 
value of improved ability to target underserved markets in an accountable framework is high. 
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What this New Knowledge Could Mean for Mortgage Lending 
 
Until the development of the web site, there was not reliable basis for assigning likely extent 
of and cost of travel to small geographic areas. 
 
With this assignment, not only can household travel costs be reliably predicted, but so can 
greenhouse gas emissions, which are a product of carbon content of fuel, efficiency of energy 
use, and extent of driving. 
 
When mapped, these two main outcomes of location efficiency show remarkably similar 
profiles.  
 

• The more efficient an area, the lower the cost of transportation to a household, and 
• The more efficient an area, the lower the emissions per household. 
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The Mortgage Innovations in This Bill Have Been Around Since the mid-1970s and 
Tested—We’re In a Crisis and Need to Act Accordingly 
 
Insert 
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Recommendations 
 
The innovations represented by Energy Efficient Mortgages and Location Efficient 
Mortgages date back to the mid-1970s; the gasoline price crisis and the foreclosure crisis 
require urgent action. Therefore, in summary, we support this bill with the following 
suggestions for improvement— 
 

1. Define energy efficiency to include location efficiency, a measure that takes 
transportation efficiency into account. 

2. Define location efficient mortgages to take location efficiency value  into account 
as a place-based benefit that helps offset the otherwise-fixed costs of housing 

3. Provide parity in treatment, both analytical and in providing federally defined 
financial services incentives, between Energy Efficient Mortgages and Location 
Efficient Mortgages—the bill as drafted grants credit toward Community 
Reinvestment Act performance for EEMs and should do the same for LEMs 

4. Improve the method of identifying Geographically Underserved Markets by 
Government Sponsored Enterprises so that the calculations are performed at both 
the Census Tract and Census Block Group levels of analysis 

5. Require that both EEMs and LEMs become universally available features of any 
federally-approved automated underwriting systems 

6. Develop implementation timetables and associated rulemaking with annual 
accountable reporting to the designated regulatory agencies and to the House 
Financial Services and Senate Banking and Urban Affairs Committees 

7. Identify opportunities to take location efficiency into account when awarding 
federally enabled housing subsidy or credit enhancement, in such programs as the 
State Qualifying Assistance Plans for Low Income Housing Tax Credits and 
Section 8 housing assistance vouchers, and in any future project-based assistance 
provided through HUD; and implement these opportunities 

8. Support research that easily discloses the impact that sprawl and decentralization 
have had on creating the so-called Drive ‘til you Qualify housing market and the 
associated burdens this impact creates across all incomes 

9. Require that Consolidated Plans include an analysis of transportation cost 
burdens and methods of alleviating these burdens, and that they be prepared in 
coordination with each metropolitan region’s Long Range Transportation 
Improvement Programs and annual Transportation Improvement Programs 

10. Strengthen and continue the joint planning and research efforts started in 2008 
between HUD and DOT as required in the FY2008 appropriation to better 
disclose the value of transit oriented development and good transportation 
choices to helping reduce the cost of living, and use this mechanism to help set 
cost of living reduction goals for the sum of housing and transportation 
expenditures. 

11. Use EEMs and LEMs and in general, strategies to reduce exposure to the costs of 
energy and transportation as an essential part of a high-priority approach to 
prevent future mortgage delinquencies, defaults and/or foreclosures, and to 
promote household economic success. 

 
Our heartfelt thanks to the Committee for the opportunity to testify in support of this 
important legislation today. 
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Scott Bernstein is President of the Center for Neighborhood Technology, an urban 
sustainability innovations laboratory which develops resources and systems to promote 
healthy, sustainable communities by helping local leaders understand and use their hidden 
assets; and publisher (1978-1998) of The Neighborhood Works, winner of the Peter Lisagor 
Award for Public Service Journalism. He studied engineering and political science at 
Northwestern University and served on the research staff at its Center for Urban Affairs. He 
taught at UCLA, was on the Humphrey School Policy Board at the University of Minnesota 
and was a founding Board member at the Brookings Institution Urban & Metropolitan 
Center. CNT has spent the last thirty years analyzing the relationships between regionally 
scaled economic and political systems, and the status of communities within these regions.  
Demonstration work in the 1980’s in the fields of energy efficiency, pollution prevention, 
stormwater management, recycling and housing abandonment prevention helped fuel a 
generation of community development institutions and learning. 
 
Climate Change and Sustainable Development: President Clinton appointed him to the 
President’s Council for Sustainable Development, where he co-chaired its task forces on 
Metropolitan Sustainable Communities and on Cross-Cutting Climate Issues with Dr. James 
Baker of the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration; and to other Federal 
advisory panels on global warming, development strategy, and science policy. His work has 
provided leading approaches to urban economic development, resource efficiency, and 
transportation; currently, CNT is analyzing Chicago’s carbon footprint for Mayor Daley’s 
Chicago Climate Task Force of which he is a member; partnering with the Clinton 
Foundation, ICLEI, Microsoft and Ascentium to  provide advanced climate change planning 
software for the world’s forty largest cities, and co-founded the Presidential Climate Action 
Plan, which wrote a “climate change playbook” for the first 100 days of the next 
Administration, to be released later this year. This assignment also produced a study 
demonstrating that reducing travel is as important as, and a necessary complement to cleaner 
transportation technology. 
 
Transportation Policy: He co-founded the Surface Transportation Policy Partnership in 
1990, a national coalition which shifted federal policy toward greater local control, and 
currently serves as Chairman. The resulting ISTEA legislation was reauthorized twice, most 
recently in 2005. Since 1991, the portion of public dollars spent on enhancing existing 
systems jumped from 55 to 80 percent, mass transportation investments rose to record levels, 
and a firm basis was laid for promoting urban and suburban reinvestment over 
decentralization and sprawl.  
 
Location Efficiency and Affordable Housing: He led the development of the Location 
Efficient Mortgage® , a product that increases housing affordability by recognizing the value 
of convenient living, which is available in dozens of metropolitan areas, and the new Housing 
+ Transportation Affordability Indexsm, to help working families recognize the full value of 
reducing transportation expenditures. This latter index was used to show that working 
families now typically pay more for transportation than for housing, published by the Center 
for Housing Policy of the National Housing Conference in A Heavy Load: the Combined 
Housing and Transportation Burdens of Working Families. A new web site, 
https:/htaindex.cnt.org, provides this index, along with maps and data base access for 52 
metropolitan areas, was released in April with the support of the Brookings Institution. In the 
1980s, CNT conceived of and helped lead first a Chicago-based then a national movement 
for preventing housing abandonment through better access to information, pathways for more 
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responsible ownership, reduction in energy use, and better tax policies—the tax policies 
included the creation of low income housing tax credits, which were passed by Congress in 
1986`and have anchored the affordable housing finance industry ever since. CNT’s approach 
to reducing energy use was awarded the grand prize in the Enterprise Foundation’s National 
Cost-Cutting Competition in 1990.  
 
Measuring Urban Efficiency: He helped organize and lead the world’s first study of location 
efficiency in metropolitan areas, along with MacArthur Fellow Dr. David Goldstein of 
NRDC, Hank Dittmar of the Princes Foundation for the Built Environment-UK, Dr. John 
Holtzclaw of the Sierra Club, and Dr. Peter Haas of CNT. This is the first study to provide 
firm empirical proof of the relationship between accessibility and convenience and travel 
demand on a fine-grained geographic information basis. It showed that increases in 
accessibility and convenience, a proxy for urbanism, result in significant and permanent 
reductions in travel demand. This work was peer-reviewed and published in a supplemental 
study for the National Academy of Sciences that provided the nation’s first web-based 
calculator for estimating personal and community-level greenhouse gas emissions from 
different travel choices. Location efficiency maps and data bases have been assembled for 52 
U.S. metropolitan regions and Greater London UK, and independently for 37 Japanese cities 
and Paris France to date. 
 
Transit-Oriented Development: He co-founded the Center for Transit Oriented 
Development, whose mission is to promote TOD as a preferred development form, managing 
it to maximize new economic value creation, and implementing TOD in ways that help 
communities and investors capture this value systematically. CTOD created the nation’s first 
National TOD Database, covering all 4,000 existing and developing TOD sites in the U.S. 
These resources provide new performance benchmarks for TOD. With CTOD, he co-
authored The New Transit Town: Best Practices in Transit-Oriented Development (Island 
Press 2005) and Street Smart: Streetcars &Cities in the 21st Century, a winner of the 
Congress for a New Urbanism’s Charter Award (May 2007).  
  
Energy Efficiency: CNT has managed large-scale programs in partnership with natural gas 
and electric utilities and with foundations to deliver cost-effective energy services for multi-
family, commercial, not-for-profit and industrial facilities. CNT managed a large-scale 
neighborhood-based energy cooperative to deliver targeted services in Chicago’s Latino 
Pilsen community, garnering 30 percent participation there. Recently, in partnership with 
Commonwealth Edison, CNT demonstrated the effectiveness of offering residential 
customers real-time electricity prices on a round-the-clock basis for a four-year period; the 
evaluation was positive, and the Illinois General Assembly and the Illinois Commerce 
Commission have ordered the program taken statewide. In partnership with the Robert 
Galvin Electricity Initiative and the Electric Power Research Institute, CNT is managing the 
Smart Grid Initiative, to identify a set of policies for productive electric grid modernization. 
In partnership with the Preservation Compact, CNT Energy is currently managing a one-stop 
energy efficiency service to help preserve affordable housing opportunities in Cook County. 
 
Creative Investing: With Julia Parzen, he organized an Urban Sustainability Learning Group 
to identify principles for collective efficacy and comprehensive regional performance This 
work helped specify the Metropolitan Initiative, to re-craft the relationship between the 
federal government and local regions.  In 1997-98, the program engaged 1,000 civic leaders 
in twelve urban regions to address the possibilities and identified new strategies for building 
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effective partnerships to take advantage of both policy changes and market rules; findings are 
posted at www.cnt.org/resources . This program was succeeded by the Partnership for 
Regional Livability, Current initiatives include (a) the Bay Area Family of Funds, a $200 
Million commitment by social investors to enable community-scale investments in mixed 
income, mixed use developments in communities in that metropolitan area that exhibit 
persistent poverty; resulting investments are meeting a “triple bottom line” set of criteria 
around economic, environmental and social equity outcomes, sponsored by the Bay Area 
Alliance for Sustainable Communities. Since 1998, institutional investors have invested well 
over $10 billion in DBL funds nationally, including nearly $3 billion in DBL funds with a 
regional orientation. (b) the Mixed Income Communities Initiative of Metropolitan Atlanta, 
intended to foster new approaches to housing affordability through a combination of new 
commitments to preventing exclusion, and new approaches to lowering the cost of housing 
through new housing products, better technology, better reuse of existing housing and 
infrastructure stock and new methods of capturing the value of these economies to the 
benefits of residents and communities and investors; and (c) Clean Air Counts, a broad 
Chicago-based scorekeeping coalition devoted to improved regional air quality. 
 
Innovative State and Local Infrastructure Policy: With John Norquist, former Mayor of 
Milwaukee, and President of the Congress for a New Urbanism, he is currently leading an 
effort to replace aging elevated highways with surface boulevards and mass transportation. 
See www.cnu.org He’s also leading efforts to examine innovative transportation as a key to 
revitalization in Ft. Wayne, Indiana, Columbus Ohio, San Antonio Texas, Seattle 
Washington, Buffalo New York, and many other cities. Recently, with Joel Rogers of the 
University of Wisconsin, he has helped develop new learning networks of 100 self-styled 
progressive mayors and 21 governors committed to positive social change through a “high 
wage, low waste” economy. . 
 
Awards: Bernstein and CNT earned awards from the American Society of Landscape 
Architects; Renew America; the Enterprise Foundation; the Secretary of Energy; the League 
of Women Voters; American Institute of Architects; USEPA; Midwest Energy Efficiency 
Association, the Sustainable Buildings Industry Council, and Mayor Daley of Chicago, 
among others. In 2006 CNTs office received the coveted “Platinum” rating from the US 
Green Building Council, and CNT’s Energy Smart Pricing Plan received the Chicago Sun 
Times Innovation Award. Scott is 57, resides in Evanston Illinois & can be reached at 
scott@cnt.org  . See www.cnt.org and www.cnt.org/resources for more information. 
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